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Ⅰ  Introduction 

 

In recent years Asian countries not only have experienced the rapid internationalization 

of human activities but also “a new wave of access to justice and legal aid reforms” , 

which was introduced in the 2007 International Legal Aid Group Conference in 

Antwerp by Professor Francis Regan at Flinders University, Adelaide, Australia2. 

Along with the new wave of access to justice, Japan Legal Support Centre (JLSC) was 

established as an incorporated administrative legal aid agency in 2006 in accordance 

with Comprehensive Legal Support Act3 intended to settle both civil and criminal 

disputes. 

In the process of establishing Japanese legal aid, we have paid attention to the 

Australian legal aid for decades.  

 

In this paper, 

Firstly I describe the movement, background, change and characteristics of the recent 

access to justice and legal aid reforms in Asian countries.  

 

Secondly I describe the recent activity of JLSC based on preceding advanced legal aid 

system of other countries including Australia. 

I especially focus on following three issues. 

 

○  Legal Needs Survey 

   JLSC has referred to legal needs survey conducted in England & Wales4 

and other countries and JLSC introduced in Japan in 2007. 

    Meanwhile in Australia, Legal-Australia Wide Survey 5 which is the 

                                                   
1  http://www.houterasu.or.jp/en/ 
2  Francis Regan(2007) The remarkable rise of publicly funded and organized legal aid 
in Asia: A new but different “wave of access to justice”?, paper to Antwerp ILAG 

Conference(http://www.ua.ac.be/main.aspx?c=.ILAG2007&n=39311) 
3 http://www.japaneselawtranslation.go.jp/law/detail/?id=1832&vm=&re=02 
4 Pascoe Pleasence, Causes of Action : Civil Law and Social Justice, The final report of 
the first LSRC survey of justiciable problems 2004 
5 Law and Justice Foundation, Legal Australia-Wide Survey(LAW Survey) Legal Need 
in Australia 

(http://www.lawfoundation.net.au/ljf/app/6DDF12F188975AC9CA257A910006089D.ht

ml) 

http://www.houterasu.or.jp/en/
http://www.ua.ac.be/main.aspx?c=.ILAG2007&n=39311
http://www.japaneselawtranslation.go.jp/law/detail/?id=1832&vm=&re=02
http://www.lawfoundation.net.au/ljf/app/6DDF12F188975AC9CA257A910006089D.html
http://www.lawfoundation.net.au/ljf/app/6DDF12F188975AC9CA257A910006089D.html
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largest ever survey of legal need conducted anywhere in the world was 

published by the Law and Justice Foundation of New South Wales in 2012. 

Comparing the legal needs survey between Australia and Japan, it seems 

that they provide some shared characteristics and suggest the importance 

of establishing cross border network for the future legal aid to exchange 

mutual experience and lessons. 

 

○ Staff Attorney  

    Japan has studied the mixed service model of judicare (traditional legal 

profession) and staff attorney adopted in Western Countries since 1990s. 

    Especially, Japan has been interested in Australian model, which is 

“State-base legal aid” and “community legal centre” served by staff 

attorneys. 

    JLSC was established in 2006 and one of the big changes in Japan is JLSC 

newly introduced staff attorney that deal with both civil and criminal 

disputes. JLSC has already hired 220 staff attorneys as of March 2012. 

Staff attorneys have made much of community-based approach and 

organic use of local networking, which has improved the access to justice in 

the community. On the other hand, the introduction of staff attorney has 

caused the conflict among traditional legal professions. In addition it 

remains unproven or maybe doubtful that staff attorneys can provide 

general civil and criminal legal aid services at a comparable cost to 

judicare. 

Then I argue the effectiveness, current limitation and future challenge of 

staff attorney in Japan. 

 

○ Legal Aid after Natural Disaster 

            The magnitude 9.0 earthquake hit east Japan on 11 March 2011 and the 

subsequent tsunami, fires and collapse of buildings and houses brought 

about a devastating disaster. 

Furthermore, the radioactive materials released by the multiple accidents 

at the Fukushima nuclear power plant have caused and continue to cause 

great fears and threats to the safety of not only the residents in the 

immediate vicinity of the plant but to the wide population.  

Disaster areas contain many rural areas suffering from shortages of 

attorneys and it is hard for residents and many evacuees to access to legal 

aid.  

JLSC has been forwarding following activities such as providing free legal 

information and legal education, outreach visits at evacuation center, 

setting up temporary legal consultation center at evacuation sites, setting 

up JLSC office at disaster areas, arranging mobile legal consultation 

center etc. 

Meanwhile JLSC has reviewed its activities referring the experience and 

lessons from Australia, such as legal assistance after the 2009 Victorian 
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bushfires6 or 2010/2011 Queensland floods7 etc.  

Then I argue the effective activity after natural disaster and the 

importance of post disaster preparedness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                   
6 Bushfire Legal Help, Legal Assistance and community recovery after the 2009 
Victorian 
bushfires(http://www.bushfirelegalhelp.org.au/cb_pages/images/BLH_project_report_fin

al.pdf#search='2009+Victorian+bushfires+Legal+Help') 
7 Bridget Burton, Coordinator, Consumer Law Service, Caxton Legal Centre, Lawyers 
Responding to Natural Disasters – Lessons from Queensland’s ‘Summer of Natural 
Disasters’, paper to Legal Services Research Centre’s International Research 

Conference at Oxford University in 2012 

http://www.bushfirelegalhelp.org.au/cb_pages/images/BLH_project_report_final.pdf#search='2009+Victorian+bushfires+Legal+Help
http://www.bushfirelegalhelp.org.au/cb_pages/images/BLH_project_report_final.pdf#search='2009+Victorian+bushfires+Legal+Help
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Ⅱ  Recent Movement on Asian Access to Justice- Korea, Taiwan and Japan, 

 

1. Background on Recent Social Welfare Policy 

 

1.1 Shared Characteristics 

 

Japan, backed by its powerful administrative initiative and under the rapid post-war 

economic growth, realised an egalitarian income distribution which suppressed the 

expansion of income gaps and poverty through employment and economic policies other 

than governmental social welfare institutions, such as sustained full employment, 

lifetime employment, seniority-oriented wage, corporate benefits packages at large 

firms (family allowance, housing benefit, medical benefit and other living-related 

benefits), large-scale public works and protection/regulation of small-to-medium scale 

companies. However, due to economic globalisation, since the 1970s, capital flight has 

put an end to the rapid economic growth in Japan. In addition to capital flight, the size 

of the unemployed population and the number of part-time workers has increased since 

the 1990s, and income gaps and poverty emerged in association with the review of  

public works and deregulation. Today, Japan is in need of a reconstruction of social 

safety nets. Since the 2000s, “social exclusion” also came to public attention in Japan, 

impacting the provision of legal aid. 

On the other hand, economic globalisation caused a massive inflow of capital to East 

Asian countries. Since the 1990s, East Asia has expanded its role as the “factory of the 

world” in the development of ASEAN. However, the 1997 Asian Financial Crisis 

plunged the East Asian economy, which had been rapidly growing until then, into 

confusion and highlighted the vulnerability of this region’s economy and welfare. 

Massive unemployment and an increase in the number of poverty-struck people were 

observed in Asian countries, which demanded the establishment of social safety nets. 

The most successful state was Korea, whose success was referred to as the “ultra-fast 

expansion of a welfare state”. Taiwan also witnessed rapid reform and expansion of 

medical insurance and social welfare institutions, including the legal aid. 

However, Japan, Korea and Taiwan seem to be all reluctant to establish a post-war 

European type “welfare state”. In European countries nowadays, the “welfare state” is 

often mentioned in a negative context. For instance, the idea of Anthony Giddens et al. 

that diagnoses the “welfare state” as unviable in the current form has definitely been 

passed on to East Asian countries, in which the construction of a welfare state is 

underway. Instead of the post-war European “welfare state”, “productive welfare” is 

proposed in Korea, and a “new middle road” for Taiwan. Both models emphasise the role 

division between the public and private sectors via autonomous participation of the 

private sector, as well as the principle of government accountability. 

 

In summary, East Asian countries have the following characteristics: 

- Despite the economic crisis, a rapid expansion of welfare policies is observed, 

associated with the expansive improvement of legal aid. 

- However, an up-front European type “welfare state” is not spoken of. On the contrary, 
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a strong power to hold back welfare policies to a certain scope persists, presenting a 

complicated representation of welfare policies. 

 

1.2 Japanese Characteristics 

 

Basically, Japan has structural problems in that the social security expenditures tend to 

be small overall. However, in the past, the Japanese society and economy was in a state 

of pre-established harmony supported by the convoy style administrative rules, with 

virtual life-time employment guarantee and promotion of public project on a large scale 

and protection/regulation of small-to-medium sized enterprises, which had been 

effectively playing the alternative role of a public social welfare system, keeping poverty 

and disparity in check.  

However, with increased economic globalization and deregulation, abolishment of 

various administrative rules and reduction in fiscal expenditures which protected the 

employers and regional economy were promoted since 1990s, highlighting the issues of 

poverty and disparity in Japan over the past decade.  

One of the purposes for establishment of the Japan Legal Support Centre is to provide a 

safety net in response to such deregulations; however, its budget remains small in 

comparison with the western countries, and it seems that current Japanese legal aid is 

not providing a “sufficient” safety net.  

2. Background on Recent Judicial Movement 

2.1 Shared Characteristics 

 

Most countries in East Asia experienced governance by authoritarian regimes either 

through colonialism before World War II or under the Cold war paradigm and conflict 

with communism after the war.  

In Korea, various democratic reforms were implemented during the democratisation of 

the late 1980s. In Taiwan, the democratisation proceeded rapidly after the end of 

martial law in 1987. Both Korea and Taiwan had an extensive support of civic 

movements beyond the legal professions, with judicial power included as a target of 

democratisation in the process of democratising state power. 

On the other hand, although Japan was democratised under the Japanese Constitution 

shortly after the end of World War II, there has been criticism that rights that should 

fundamentally be ensured through the legal system were often disregarded by the 

powerful administrative predominance and bureaucratic judicial system of the post war 

period. From the 1990s (1980s and on worldwide), administrative regulation was 

eliminated to enable the privatisation of state and society, and the demand from Neo 

Liberalism intensified for establishing the rule of law. Thus Japanese judiciary reform 

was promoted under such circumstances in addition to the bureaucratic and 

non-democratic nature of the judiciary and the conventional movement that criticizes 

prerogatives. 
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In summary, East Asian countries have the following characteristics: 

- Judiciary reform was conducted during the democratisation process in the later half of 

the 1980s with the extensive support of civil movements going beyond the legal 

professions. 

- However, even when Japan was democratised under the Japanese Constitution shortly 

after the war, it involved a powerful administrative predominance, a persistent 

bureaucratic judiciary, and the criticism thereof. During the increasing influence of 

Neo-Liberalism from the 1990s (1980s and on worldwide), judicial reform was 

undertaken along with political reform, administrative reform, and economic structural 

reform, including deregulation. 

 

2.2 Japanese Characteristics 

 

For over the past decade, the Japanese judicial system has been in the midst of major 

reforms. 

In 1999, the government established a Justice System Reform Council to study basic 

policies and programs to achieve a judicial system that is more accessible to the general 

public, encourage greater participation of the general public in the judicial system and 

improve the skills and abilities of the legal profession. Since its inception, it had met 63 

times and in 2001 issued an opinion paper calling for fundamental reforms. 

These reforms represent the transition from "small- scale justice" to "large-scale 

justice." They seek to extend the rule of law to all facets of society and, within the 

context of deregulation, to orient Japan away from "prior regulation" to "after-the-fact 

relief," as well as expanding the number of people involved in the judiciary as it takes on 

a greater role as the institution for providing "after-the-fact relief." 

The recommendations in the Council's opinion paper, together with subsequent 

discussions in the Office for Promotion of Justice System Reform resulted in the passage 

of 24 laws related to justice system reform by the end of 2004. 

One specific issue for judicial reform is achieving a substantial increase in the number 

of people involved in the legal profession. In 2005, Japan had approximately 25,000 

legal professionals, which is expected to double to 50,000 by 2018. This represents a 

significant acceleration; in the past it has taken approximately 33 years for the number 

of legal professionals to double.  

In 2004, Japan opened its first graduate-level law schools to provide training for these 

new lawyers. Since 2004, legal training and education at law schools has been 

implemented. This reform aims to shift the focus of legal training from section through 

the single event of the bar examination to training through the broader process of 

professional legal education at law schools. 

To provide for greater public involvement, the "SAIBAN-IN(lay judge system)" 8 

                                                   
8 Six lay judges will be chosen to serve alongside three professional judges in examining 

cases involving certain serious crimes. Lay judges will be involved in criminal 

proceedings, determine facts and decide sentences with an authority basically 

equivalent to that of professional judges.The system is similar to a jury system in that 
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started in 2009 and will allow ordinary citizens to participate in certain serious criminal 

trials alongside professional judges. 

In the fall of 2006, government-funded legal aid organization "Japan Legal Support 

Centre" started to operate. The Centre is organized as a "quasi-independent 

administrative institution,” and opened offices in each of the areas where the district 

courts are located throughout Japan, as well as in areas suffering from a shortage of 

attorneys. It provides an access point for the resolution of legal issues and legal services 

on both the civil and criminal sides. 

Many other reforms are also moving ahead. These reforms include: various systemic 

reforms regarding the criminal justice system such as provision of court-appointed 

attorneys to suspects; reforms of the administrative litigation system such as expansion 

of the range of parties qualified to file suits; reforms of the intellectual property system 

such as establishment of the Intellectual Property High Court; reforms of the system 

concerning judges such as appointment and evaluation of judges; establishment of a 

system where judges and prosecutors experience other professions; liberalization of 

profit-earning activities of attorneys; deregulation of legal fees; improvement of the 

disciplinary system; and establishment of the labor adjudication system.9 

 

3. Recent Movement on Legal Aid in Asian three countries 

 

3.1 Shared Characteristics 

 

In Korea, Korea Legal Aid Corporation10 was founded based on the Legal Aid Act of 

1987, and subsequently in 1999, the Presidential Committee on Judicial Reform was 

established as an advisory organisation to the president. In 2003, the Judicial Reform 

Committee was established under the Supreme Court as another approach to the 

reform of legal aid system. As shown below, the expansion of activities in and after 2000 

is remarkable. 

 

Korea Legal Aid Corporation Activities11 

         Legal Representation Walk-in or hotline 

advice 

Internet on-line advice 

2000       22,919      840,283         662,200 

2001       28,186      894,006       1,984,093 

2002       32,054      899,285       3,558,578 

2003       43,438    1,001,370       4,682,673 

2004       48,596      996,255       4,280,273 

                                                                                                                                                     

lay judges are chosen at random from voter lists and assigned to serve on specific cases. 

It also resembles a lay judge (Schöffe or échevin) system in that citizens participate in 

trials alongside professional judges. 
9 Japan Federation of Bar Associations, The Japanese Juduical System and Judicial 
Reform(http://www.nichibenren.or.jp/en/about/judicial_system.html) 
10 http://eng.klac.or.kr/english/intro/01.php 
11 http://eng.klac.or.kr/english/news/01.php 

http://www.nichibenren.or.jp/en/about/judicial_system.html
http://eng.klac.or.kr/english/intro/01.php
http://eng.klac.or.kr/english/news/01.php
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2005       58,527    1,002,908       4,274,940 

2006       75,599    1,035,714       3,061,695 

2007       77,382    1,085,712       2,506,979 

2008       98,853    1,194,603        1,921,828 

2009      108,534    1,260,401       1,934,431 

2010      112,977    1,218,792       2,141,009 

2011      121,924    1,242,783       2,323,068 

 

In Taiwan, The Legal Aid Foundation12 was established in 2004 in accordance with 

Legal Aid Act intended to settle both criminal and civil disputes. Since established, the 

number of aided law matters is increasing as follows. 

 

Number of Civil, Criminal, Administrative law matters and Legal Consultation 

of The Legal Aid Foundation13 

         No. of Applications  Legal Aid Grants Legal Consultation 

2007       35,722       23,546         6,123 

2008       41,095       24,342         6,445 

2009       37,117       24,561     35,852 

2010    42,048       27,137        42,559 

2011       39,393       24,334        43,483 

 

In Japan, Japan Legal Support Centre (JLSC) was established as an incorporated 

administrative legal aid agency in April 2006 in accordance with Comprehensive Legal 

Support Act14 intended to settle both criminal and civil disputes. Since established, the 

number of aided matters and Information Services as well as annual budgets is  

increasing as follows. 

     

                       Number of aided matters of JLSC 

     Legal Representation Legal Consultation Documents Preparation 

2006       61,196     107,395         3,877 

2007       68,910     147,430         4,197 

2008       80,442     179,546         5,101 

2009      101,122     237,306         6,769 

2010      110,217     256,719         7,366 

2011      103,751     280,389         6,164 

 

 

                                                   
12 http://www.laf.org.tw/en/index.php 
13 http://www.laf.org.tw/en/c3_1.php?page=1 

  International Legal Aid Conference 2011 Taiwan Country 
Report(http://www.ilagnet.org/jscripts/tiny_mce/plugins/filemanager/files/Helsinki_201

1/national_reports/Taiwan_Report_-_Legal_Aid_Foundation1.pdf) 
14 http://www.houterasu.or.jp/content/legal_support_law.pdf 

http://www.laf.org.tw/en/index.php
http://www.laf.org.tw/en/c3_1.php?page=1
http://www.ilagnet.org/jscripts/tiny_mce/plugins/filemanager/files/Helsinki_2011/national_reports/Taiwan_Report_-_Legal_Aid_Foundation1.pdf
http://www.ilagnet.org/jscripts/tiny_mce/plugins/filemanager/files/Helsinki_2011/national_reports/Taiwan_Report_-_Legal_Aid_Foundation1.pdf
http://www.houterasu.or.jp/content/legal_support_law.pdf
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                          Number of Information Services of JLSC 

         Call Centre(Telephone and e-mail 

Inquiries to central Call Centre) 

District Office(both face-to-face 

advice and telephone inquiries) 

2006              128,741                   0 

2007              220,727             154,389 

2008              287,897             188,661 

2009              401,841             247,172 

2010              370,124             234,614 

2011              339,334             198,963 

 

Annual budgets of JLSC  *1 AUD=100 yen 

2006  10,273 million yen(=103 million AUD) 

2007   20,306 million yen(=203 million AUD) 

2008   19,478 million yen(=195 million AUD) 

2009   26,203 million yen(=262 million AUD) 

2010   31,090 million yen(=311 million AUD) 

2011   31,347 million yen(=313 million AUD) 

2012   31,847 million yen(=318 million AUD) 

 

3.2 Japanese Characteristics 

 

Japan has a population of approximately 126,656,000 (2012) and 32,088 attorneys 

(March 2012), for example, which is about one-thirtyfifth of the US. Despite adoption of 

judicial supremacy after World War II through transplanting the constitutional review 

system in the style of US (Article 81 of the Constitution), the actual post-war history 

proves that it was more of an administrative supremacy society, with the 

administration supporting the political, social and economic aspects of post-war Japan 

hand-in-hand with legislature and industries, through the convoy style regulation. On 

the other hand, the role of the judiciary was small, and as there was basically no public 

funding except for limited criminal legal aid area, legal aid was operated in a small 

scale with funds allocated from membership fees paid by the bar associations.  

However, the economic globalization gradually intensified market competition, adding 

pressure towards deregulation and increasing the criticism against the above stated 

convoy system. Abolishment of various administrative rules which protected employers 

and regions, and reduction of fiscal expenditures on public project were also promoted. 

One of the purposes for establishment of the Japan Legal Support Centre is to provide a 

safety net in response to such deregulations; however, its budget remains small in 

comparison with the western countries, and it does not provide a “sufficient” safety net. 

Poverty and disparity is certainly expanding in Japan, and there is an urgent need to 

take measures against it. 

 

4. Future for Asian Legal Aid Reforms 

 

As the welfare system reform and judicial reform are taking place at the same time in 
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East Asian countries, it is expected that legal aid, part of the judicial welfare system, 

will definitely expand in the future. 

However, Asian countries seems to be reluctant to advocate the European “welfare 

state” as is, and with a strong repressive force that tries to limit welfare policies to a 

certain scope on top of this, welfare takes on a complicated representation. 

In the case of Japan, the promotion of legal aid and the financial crisis are proceeding 

simultaneously in the historical phase where the legal aid system must be expanded to 

a significant extent, but also where legal aid is already pushed into the frame of 

stringent cost efficiency. Legal aid in west Europe commenced after sufficient budgetary 

expansion in the post World War II period, and then went through budgetary discipline 

in response to the demand for cost efficiency. On the other hand, Japan is already 

witnessing tight cost efficiency demands in the pioneering phase where the legal aid 

budget must be increased. The situation is critical. The extent of institutional expansion 

and in what stage the restraint and/or rebound would start is unknown.  
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Ⅲ  Reflection on Seven years of Innovation in Japan 

-Challenge of Japan Legal Support Centre 

 

While the business of Japan Legal Support Centre (JLSC) consists of variety of legal 

services, I especially focus on three issues in this paper as follows. 

 

○  Legal needs survey in Japan 

    - Filling the unmet legal needs 

○ Introduction of staff attorney in Japan  

- Effective use, current limitation and future challenge  

○  Legal aid after natural disaster 

 

 

1. Legal needs survey in Japan 

- Filling the unmet legal needs 

 

1.1 Legal needs survey conducted by Japan Legal Support Centre in 2008 

 

In order to effectively implement legal aid, an empirical survey must be conducted 

regarding where and what kinds of needs there are, the fulfilment thereof, and if not 

fulfilled, the reason that they are not fulfilled. Based on the findings, we must review 

what collaborations and measures are needed to meet the needs using the networks 

established with the relevant local organisations. 

Therefore JLSC conducted a Legal Needs survey in 2008 concerning legal aid.  

 

Upon implementing this survey, JLSC referred to the legal needs survey conducted in 

other countries15. The survey conducted in Japan consists of a general approach that 

targeted the general public, homeless people, and legal aid users.  

 

According to the results of the general survey, 25.2% of the respondents have 

experienced some legal problem in the past 5 years, and the number of legal problems 

was an average of 1.8 per person. The same percentage (25.2%) of the respondents has 

experienced some welfare problem, and 38.5% of the respondents have experienced 

either some legal or welfare problem within the past 5 years. The most frequently 

experienced legal problems were related to workplace, inheritance, and neighbourhood, 

while pension, medical insurance, and elderly problems accounted for most of the 

welfare problems. 

 

Homeless people’s problems greatly overwhelmed those experienced by the general 

survey respondents, in terms of both frequency and the number of cases. Legal and 

welfare problems combined, 83.5% experienced some problem in the past 5 years and 

                                                   
15 H.Genn(1999) Paths to Justice, Pascoe Pleasence, Causes of Action : Civil Law and 
Social Justice, The final report of the first LSRC survey of justiciable problems 2004 etc. 
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the average number of problems was 2.8 per person. The most frequently experienced 

legal problems were: Debt (44.2%), workplace problems (29.1%) and family registration 

and/or resident registry problems (26.4%). The most frequently experienced welfare 

problems were: Lack of access to welfare (24.5%), medical insurance (18.5%) and 

pension receipt problems (15.8%). 

 

In the general survey, 73.5% of the respondents who encountered some legal problem 

sought some kind of consultation, but only 29.7% actually received professional legal 

consultation services. The remaining 26.5% did not consult anyone. The reasons for not 

consulting were mostly because they did not know what to do or felt any effort to be 

meaningless. Moreover, while the reasons for not getting a consultation given by 

younger generations were primarily “all efforts seemed meaningless” (33.3%), “don’t 

know what to do”, “taking action is bothersome” and “taking action seems difficult” 

(22.2% respectively). The older generations added “want to resolve the problem on my 

own” and “want to keep the problem to myself” as reasons, with increasing frequency as 

age went up. Furthermore, younger generations are characterised by their notably low 

rate of seeking professional legal consultation (7.7%). 

 

With regard to welfare problems, the professional consultation rate itself is very low 

(2.4%). Therefore, there is a need for legal professionals to establish a support for 

welfare problems as well as offer information and legal education. 

 

Based on the results of the needs survey, JLSC is considering the development of the 

following programs. 

 

a. Expansion and improvement of legal education at schools and workplaces; 

implementation of legal education based on the youth behaviour patterns 

(storytelling-like information provision, etc.); Improvement of service at 

the Call Centre and other contacts where users can casually receive legal 

information regardless of the severity of the problem; and stronger 

collaboration with relevant organisations. 

 

b. Establishment of legal aid types for welfare problems 

 

c. Establishment of legal aid types in the intermediate position between 

legal consultation aid and representation aid. For example, the 

establishment of support types that offer consultation and other legal 

support that does not go as far as to representation aid, such as creating 

application documents, simple investigation, making calls, and 

accompaniment to the application office. 

 

The programs mentioned in a. through c. above derived from the results of the needs 

survey are chiefly legal services that are ‘outside litigation’. 

In relation to this point, Professor Francis Regan at Flinders University, Adelaide, 

Australia analyses as follows: 
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It has been said that the Common Law schemes often provide surprisingly extensive 

services for problems that are unlikely to end in court while the Continental schemes 

usually assist their citizens primarily in relation to court cases. “Why Do Legal Aid 

Services Vary Between Societies? Re-examining the Impact of Welfare States and Legal 

Families by Professor Francis Regan”16 explains; 

 

      It must be acknowledged that certain civil law family features reduce 

the need for ‘outside litigation’ services. The government in these 

societies, as I have explained, can be understood as managing society. As 

a result, some legal problems that are resolved in courts in other 

societies are regarded as administrative problems in civil law societies. 

 

In Japan, the need for programs like those described in a. through c. was relatively 

limited until the 1970s. As mentioned previously, Japan, backed by its powerful 

administrative initiative and under the rapid post-war economic growth, realised an 

egalitarian income distribution which suppressed the expansion of income gaps and 

poverty through employment and economic policies other than governmental social 

welfare institutions, such as sustained full employment, lifetime employment, 

seniority-oriented wages, corporate benefits packages at large firms (family allowance, 

housing benefit, medical benefits and other living-related benefits), large-scale public 

works and protection/regulation of small-to-medium scale companies. Therefore, the 

role of justice was small, and limited legal aid as ‘in litigation’ services was requested in 

the past. 

 

However, globalisation has changed the situation in Japan drastically. While disparity 

and poverty are enlarging, we need to expand ‘outside litigation’ services to a greater 

extent, in addition to furthering ‘in litigation’ services in consideration of the findings 

from the needs survey.  

On the other hand, the Japanese tradition of continental law (civil law) may act as a 

restraint on the expansion of ‘outside litigation’ programs such as those described in a. 

through c. In addition, the establishment of legal aid types for welfare problems, in 

particular, demands the reconsideration of the conventional administrative and judicial 

division, and hence may create friction with administrative branch. However, the legal 

foundation in Japan where civil law and common law co-exist has a potential to 

augment ‘outside litigation’ services in the future. 

 

1.2 Comparison between Australia and Japan 

 

The most comprehensive quantitative assessment of legal needs in the World was 

conducted in Australia in 2008 and “Legal Australia-Wide Survey (LAW Survey) Legal 

                                                   
16 Francis Regan (1999) Why Do Legal Aid Services Vary Between Societies? 
Re-examining the Impact of Welfare States and Legal Families, The Transformation of 

Legal Aid, Oxford University Press p199 
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Need in Australia”17 was published by the Law and Justice Foundation of New South 

Wales in 2012. 

The following list is the brief comparison between LAW Survey and legal needs survey 

by Japan Legal Support Centre mentioned above. 

 

Legal Needs Survey: Comparison between Australia and Japan 

 Legal Australia-Wide Survey 

published by the Law and Justice 

Foundation of NSW in 2012 

Legal needs survey by Japan 

Legal Support Centre in 2008 

 

Number of 

respondents 

20,716 1,901 

(including 265 homeless people) 

 

Response rate 60% 54.5% 

Method Telephone interview Face-to-face interview 

Incidence of 

legal problems 

Half of respondents reported 

experiencing one legal problem in 

the past 12 months, with 22% 

experiencing three or more legal 

problems. 

 

25.2% of respondents reported 

experiencing some legal problem 

in the past five years. 

 

38.5% of respondents reported 

experiencing either some legal or 

welfare problem in the past 5 

years. 

 

(Vulnerable people) 

65% of legal problems were 

experienced by only 9% of 

respondents and 85% of problems 

were experienced by 22% of 

respondents. 

(Homeless people) 

83.5% of homeless respondents 

reported experiencing either some 

legal or welfare problem in the 

past 5 years. 

 

Prevalence of 

legal problems 

(The most common legal problems 

included) 

Consumer (20.8%), Crime (14.9%), 

Housing (12.5%), Government 

(8.3%), Rights (8%), Family (7.1%), 

Credit/Debt(6.6%),Employment(6.4

%) 

(The most common legal problems 

included) 

Workplace (4.4%), Inheritance 

(4.3%), Neighbourhood (3.4%), 

Consumer (3.2%), Debt (2.7%), 

Family (2.6%) 

 

                                                   
17 Law and Justice Foundation, Legal Australia-Wide Survey(LAW Survey) Legal Need 
in Australia 

(http://www.lawfoundation.net.au/ljf/app/6DDF12F188975AC9CA257A910006089D.ht

ml) 

http://www.lawfoundation.net.au/ljf/app/6DDF12F188975AC9CA257A910006089D.html
http://www.lawfoundation.net.au/ljf/app/6DDF12F188975AC9CA257A910006089D.html
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(People with a disability and single 

parents) 

Twice as likely to experience legal 

problems 

 

(Homeless people) 

Debt (44.2%) 

Workplace problems (29.1%), 

Family registration and/or 

resident registry problems 

(26.4%) 

Response to 

legal problems 

Respondents consulted a wide 

variety of non-legal professionals to 

try to resolve their problems as well 

as friends and family. A legal 

professional was used for only a 

minority of problems －16% of all 

legal problems 

 

Respondents sought advice for 

74% of legal problems, with a 

legal profession being used for 

only 30% problems. 

Reasons for 

taking no 

action 

Would make no difference (56%) 

Would take too long (35.4%) 

Had bigger problems (31.1%) 

Would be too stressful (29.6%) 

Would cost too much (27.1%) 

Don’t know what to do (21.4%) 

 

Would resolve  

for themselves(38.7%) 

Would make no difference (31.1%) 

Would take too long (25.5%) 

Would seem difficult (25.5%) 

Would seem troublesome (24.5%) 

Don’t know what to do (20.8%) 

Don’t won’t to make public(13.2%) 

Would cost too much (11.3%) 

 

Finalization of 

legal problems 

Legal problems were only rarely 

finalized via formal legal 

proceedings in a court or tribunal 

(3%) or via formal dispute 

resolution or complaint-handling 

process (3%) 

 

Legal problems were only rarely 

finalized via formal legal 

proceedings in a court or 

mediation (6.6%) 

 

As is illustrated in above the list, it must be acknowledged that despite the high level of 

legal need and wide prevalence of legal problems, legal needs survey in both countries 

seems to reveal there is no “rush to law” 

- Most people resolve or attempt to resolve their legal problems without using lawyers 

or the formal justice. 

- Many people took no action for the same reason that “Would make no difference” 

“Would take too long” “Don’t know what to do” etc. 

 

According to the analysis of needs survey, LAW concluded that no single strategy will 

successfully achieve justice for all people. It calls for a “holistic” approach to justice, 

comprising multiple, integrated strategies, to cater for the different needs within the 

community, and suggests tailored, targeted intensive assistance for people with complex 
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legal and non-legal needs18. 

 

In Japan, as mentioned previously, JLSC concluded the importance of expansion and 

improvement of legal education, establishment of legal aid types for welfare problems 

and legal aid types in the intermediate position between legal consultation and 

representation aid, which is orienting our “holistic” approach to justice, comprising 

multiple, integrated strategies. 

 

Anyway in this global era, the result of legal needs survey will have the high probability 

to closely resemble among nations, which suggest the importance of establishing cross 

border network for the future legal aid to exchange mutual experience and lessons. 

 

 

2. Introduction of staff attorney in Japan 

- Effective use, current limitation and future challenge 

 

One of the big changes in Japan is JLSC newly introduced staff attorneys that deal with 

both civil and criminal disputes. JLSC has already hired 220 staff attorneys as of March 

2012. Staff attorneys have made much of community-based approach and organic use of 

local networking, which has improved the access to justice in both city and rural area. 

I introduce following two representative cases handled by staff attorneys.  

 

    Case 1 

A staff attorney is collaborating with a municipal special nursing home for 

the aged where various disabled people and people with no relatives live. 

Mr. A is a visually impaired man who lives on welfare. He has once 

accessed the city’s free legal consultation service on his own before he 

entered the nursing home, but due to his disability and his worry about 

attorney’s fees, he has left his situation unaddressed without taking any 

specific actions after the consultation. Mr. A explained what has kept him 

from taking specific actions as: his worry about attorney’s fees, difficulty in 

accessing an attorney, the scary image he has of attorneys, and his own 

health problems.  

Subsequently, due to his health problem, he was admitted to a municipal 

hospital via the city welfare department. The hospital case worker 

detected Mr. A’s debts problem and contacted the staff attorney. 

Considering Mr. A’s disability, it was difficult for Mr. A to accurately 

describe his situation to the attorney, and therefore Mr. A was interviewed 

and a factual investigation was conducted in cooperation with the case 

worker at the nursing home. As a result, Mr. A’s personal bankruptcy was 

finalised using the civil legal aid. Due to Mr. A’s disability, it was difficult 

for him to periodically come to the law office, so the staff attorney visited 

                                                   
18 Law and Justice Foundation, Legal Australia-Wide Survey(LAW Survey) Legal Need 
in Australia, p206-242 
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the hospital and the nursing home (which was about a 2 hour round trip) 

to create court documents with the assistance of the case worker. Through 

the clerical assistance provided by the case worker, including summarising 

facts and updating Mr. A’s documents, the staff attorney was able to 

efficiently work on the case. 

This case is characterised by Mr. A receiving an attorney’s advice through 

the city’s free legal consultation service before the staff attorney took on 

the case, but not proceeding to further action. For further action to take 

place, assistance from case-workers and such, their cooperation with the 

attorney, and the outreach from an attorney were necessary. In addition, 

on account of Mr. A’s visual impairment, the creation of documents for 

personal bankruptcy required a lot of time and tenacious effort. 

In this regard, the staff attorney detected the case in the course of the 

routine collaboration with the hospital case worker and the  nursing home, 

and resolved Mr. A’s legal problem through outreach and the cooperative, 

paralegal functions played by the case worker. 

 

Case 2 

Case 2 involves Mr. B’s family whose members are all mentally disabled.  

Mr. B’s family has accumulated garbage over time and has become home to 

stray cats. The accumulated garbage has also produced insects, found 

around the garbage. Despite such a living environment, the inhabitants do 

not necessary seems to be troubled and continue to live their way in this 

house. However, there is no denying the need of observation by a welfare 

body, and the Community General Support Centre, welfare offices, the 

Council of Social Welfare, and the staff attorney currently observe this 

situation while holding periodic case meetings. The local police is also 

involved in this monitoring operation. 

Originally, there were incidents of local crooks exploiting the family’s 

disability pension and their sparse income from part-time jobs, and the 

police and the Community General Support Centre have respectively, 

through different channels, contacted the staff attorney. The staff attorney 

filed for guardianship, cleared their debts, extinguished the house 

mortgage, and filed civil (contact rejection, claim for money return) and 

criminal proceedings against the crooks. However, this case requires 

continued follow-up and relevant organisations are periodically holding 

case meetings. 

In this case, the client is clearly not capable of coming to the law office, and 

the staff attorney periodically and perseveringly visits Mr. B’s house, 

continuing his legal support using the civil legal aid. 

Statistically speaking, this is only counted as one civil legal aid case, but in 

its backdrop are periodic visits to Mr. B’s home, case meetings with 

relevant organisations, difficult interviews with the mentally disabled, and 

efforts to build a trust relationship with the client. In addition, even after 

this civil legal aid case finished, periodic case meetings and home visits are 
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still conducted as preventive legal practice. 

          

JLSC staff attorneys are assigned in both rural areas and urban areas, but according to 

the result of the survey conducted by JLSC, a varied pattern of solutions are observed. 

First of all, regardless of the location, the cooperative undertaking of cases through case 

meetings and other means, periodic training sessions with relevant organisations, legal 

education activities for relevant organisations, low-profile trust building with relevant 

organisations through various formal and informal gathering opportunities, and 

comprehensive solution approaches through mutually agreed upon role division were 

commonly observed. Furthermore, active use of outreach approaches to the clients and 

relevant organisations, and due to there being a number of cases where 

continued/periodic welfare administration and legal support are required, long-term 

monitoring functions (prevention of trouble) were also commonly identified. 

In addition, in urban areas, events were planned in the form of visiting (outreach style) 

legal consultations and seminars, and proposed to relevant organisations. Staff 

attorneys in urban areas also focused on approaching bar associations to involve 

judicare attorneys through bar association committees. And they reached out to 

relevant organisations and clients accompanied by multiple judicare attorneys. This 

method is attributable to the staff attorneys’ considering the cooperation of attorney 

groups and bar associations essential to establishing collaboration in urban areas, and 

their awareness that there must be a strategic design for stabilising this collaboration 

as a system. 

In both the rural and urban areas, the survey revealed that the actions based on the 

collaborative relationship with relevant organisations are enabling holistic, 

comprehensive solutions with respect to the civil legal aid cases of the needy who have 

multiple problems (mental disabilities, cognitive impairment, old age, abuse, debt, 

poverty, guardianship, consumer, loss of job or residence, etc.) 

The series of undertakings by the staff attorneys can be deemed an attempt aiming for 

strategic and comprehensive problem solving with respect to strengthening and 

creating closer ties in the network of local safety nets. This is relevant to the community 

development based legal aid practiced by staff attorneys in Australia, England, Ontario 

and the US etc., which demonstrates that the experiences of overseas staff attorneys are 

in part common to the situation in Japan. 

 

On the other hand, the introduction of staff attorney has caused the following problem. 

Firstly, it remains unproven or maybe doubtful that staff attorney can provide general 

civil and criminal legal aid services at a comparable cost to judicare. 

Secondly, the introduction of staff attorney has caused the conflict among traditional 

legal professions (judicare).  

 

With regard to the first problem, in Japan, the budgetary provision associated with the 

introduction of the staff attorney system was approved by the Ministry of Finance  

based on the fiscal perspective that staff attorneys, who work on a salary and are 

unaffected by an increase in the number of cases, are a cheap alternative to judicare.  

However, the 7-year implementation of the staff attorney system showed that the staff 
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attorney system is not always inexpensive. Currently, there is a possibility that the 

Ministry of Finance or another organisation may raise doubts regarding the 

continuation of the staff attorney system, something that is dependent on the future 

political climate. 

 

On the other hand, as the example Cases 1 and 2 mentioned previously show, although 

they are respectively counted as one civil legal aid case, each case involves the staff 

attorneys’ periodic visits to the clients’ homes, case meetings with relevant 

organisations, difficult interviews with the mentally disabled, and efforts to build a 

trust relationship with the client and relevant organizations. In addition, even after 

these civil legal aid cases were finished, periodic case meetings and home visits are still 

conducted as preventive legal practice. 

As such, the future of the staff attorney system depends on whether it is politically and 

socially widely accepted as a valuable public property, with the recognition that such 

holistic approaches by staff attorneys are socially useful even when they may produce a 

negative result in terms of simple cost calculations.  

      

JLSC is currently investigating the trends among staff attorneys abroad, and plans to 

continue its survey and review of the staff attorneys’ social serviceability and 

communality that cannot be measured through simple cost calculations. 

 

The next problem that comes along with the introduction of the staff attorney system is 

born from the friction with traditional legal professions (judicare). The staff attorney 

system is viewed by the traditional legal professions as infringing on the professional 

realm of the traditional legal professions or injecting foreign culture into the traditional 

values of the profession. As a result, in some areas, staff attorneys faced defensive 

behaviour from judicare, causing problems for staff attorneys, hampering their ability 

to smoothly perform their duties. 

In order to resolve this friction and realise the reconciliation of staff attorneys and 

judicare, the following approaches were generally effective. 

First, the role division of the staff attorneys and judicare in terms of professional duty is 

important. That is, the civil legal aid cases that staff attorneys handle should be 

difficult cases where wide-ranging welfare considerations are required, the activities 

demanded of staff attorneys should be diverse, and their efforts should be more than 

what can be economically compensated for through legal aid remuneration. In 

particular, cases where the remuneration is comparable to the level of difficulty should 

be taken on by the judicare in the area, upon requesting their cooperation. Thus good 

collaborative environment and relationship with judicare can be established in all areas. 

It was important to avoid causing stress in the private sector. The threshold of success 

was to witness, from a comprehensive point of view, the proper division of roles between 

judicare and staff attorneys, as well as a trend toward contribution to an increased 

number of cases being handled in the area. This brings to the surface the potential legal 

demand and brings about a vitalisation of the community.  

Given these conditions, it is important for the staff attorneys to conduct strategic 

planning in order to stabilise the surfaced needs in the frame of the staff attorney 
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system. For example, gathering attorneys from bar association committees that judicare 

attorneys are affiliated with and approaching relevant organisations and clients with 

multiple judicare attorneys are important steps. A collaborative framework for staff 

attorneys to work with bar associations and judicare must be established in order to 

enhance the capacity to meet surfaced needs and improve the stability of the staff 

attorney system, which consequently should broadly respond to the citizens’ needs. Such 

a collaborative framework significantly contributed to the development of a mutual 

understanding of the values and culture of staff attorneys and those of the traditional 

legal professions. 

 

Nevertheless, relatively a small number of staff attorneys have the sufficient skills and 

motivation for initiating the role division and the establishment of a collaborative 

framework. Thus, there was the issue of personnel shortage. As such, the present 

challenge is to improve the treatment and work environment of staff attorneys and 

recruit mid-career and veteran staff attorneys with ample experience and skills. 

 

JLSC is planning to continue the examination of how to facilitate the penetration of the 

staff attorney system in Japan through learning from the experiences of staff attorney 

systems abroad. For instance, JLSC is interested in the following rules drawn from the 

comparison of staff attorney systems in Australia, Ontario and England. 

 

“Can Community Clinics Survive? A comparative Study of Law Centres in Australia, 

Ontario and England by Professor Frederic H.Zemans and Aneurin Thomas” 19 

explains: 

 

      (A comparative Study of Law Centres in Australia, Ontario and 

England) offers valuable insights as to the conditions required for the 

continuance and future success of the community-based legal clinics. It 

suggests that community legal clinics can survive, and perhaps thrive, in 

the face of contemporary challenges, but that their chances of survival 

can be enhanced if certain prerequisites are present: 

      a. clinics should have networks of supporters within their communities, 

the legal profession, government bureaucracies and the governing 

bodies of legal aid programs; 

      b. legal aid systems should maintain a clear division of labour between 

the private profession and the clinics; 

      c. funding sources should be stable and secure; 

      d. independent community clinics boards should be preserved; 

      e. legal aid plans should have specific administrative structures 

dedicated to clinic issues; and  

      f. community clinics should adopt new management techniques, 

                                                   
19 Frederic H.Zemans and Aneurin Thomas (1999) Can Community Clinic Survive?  A 
comparative Study of Law Centres in Australia, Ontario and England, The 

Transformation of Legal Aid, Oxford University Press p85 
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including quality assurance programmes, performance measures, and 

strategic planning, despite expressed concerns about their relevancy 

to the clinic model. 

 

The above rules ‘a’ to ‘f ’ also apply to the case of Japan. According to the JLSC’s seven 

years of experience, rule ‘b’ is particularly important, followed by rule ‘a’. With regard to 

rule ‘c’, JLSC’s annual budgets have been increasing up until this point, and JLSC is not 

experiencing a imminent funding crisis. However, we cannot deny the possibility that 

JLSC will be faced with a budget cut in the near future, and a time may come where 

multiple streams of funding would be crucial. With regard to rule ‘d’, Japan has 

historically adopted a centralised governance system, and thus it is not easy to 

immediately allow JLSC, who receives public funds, to participate in the independent 

community boards. However, it is an important viewpoint and must be approached as a 

long-term project. Rule ‘e’ and ‘f ’ are also important, and JLSC continues to develop 

programs relating to those rules. 

 

On the other hand, in the greater picture, there is the fundamental question of whether 

the staff attorney system, developed in common law states such as Australia, 

England ,Ontario and the United States, accommodates Japan, which is influenced by 

continental law (civil law). Japan has imported modern law from continental law states, 

especially from Germany, and established a legal system under the influence of 

continental law. Thereafter, U.S.-centred occupation policies were enforced in post-war 

Japan, allowing an inflow of common law, most prominently American Law, which 

brought alien elements into the Japanese legal system. As such, Japan is an 

amalgamated law state with common law introduced on a continental law base. 

 

In relation to this point, Professor Francis Regan analyses as follows: 

It has been said that the Common Law schemes often provide surprisingly extensive 

services for problems that are unlikely to end in court while the Continental schemes 

usually assist their citizens primarily in relation to court cases. 

“Why Do Legal Aid Services Vary Between Societies? Re-examining the Impact of 

Welfare States and Legal Families by Professor Francis Regan”20 explains; 

 

      In brief, ‘outside litigation’ services flourish where law has a degree of 

autonomy from the state, where it is relatively uncertain rather than 

codified, and where the role of lawyers and judges emphasizes protecting 

individuals against the coercive interference of the state. These are 

features more closely associated with the common law. 

 

      In brief, because of the civil law state’s degree of control of law it rarely 

promotes the citizens capacities to mobilize the law outside, or 

                                                   
20 Francis Regan (1999) Why Do Legal Aid Services Vary Between Societies? 
Re-examining the Impact of Welfare States and Legal Families, The Transformation of 

Legal Aid, Oxford University Press p194-199 
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encourages alternatives to, the courts. As a result, independent, 

community based organizations, such as community mediation centres, 

are not sanctioned. Instead, civil law societies are more likely to develop 

alternatives within state structures. 

 

      In the common law societies, by contrast, the citizens have more 

opportunities to mobilize the law because it is not as integrated into the 

state. Alternatives to the courts are tolerated and even encouraged, 

including community-based mediation and other non-state mechanisms. 

 

      It must be acknowledged that certain civil law family features reduce 

the need for ‘outside litigation’ services. The government in these 

societies, as I have explained, can be understood as managing society. As 

a result, some legal problems that are resolved in courts in other 

societies are regarded as administrative problems in civil law societies. 

 

In the case of Japan, ‘in litigation services’ are the centre of legal aid, deriving from the 

tradition of continental law. Additionally, ‘outside litigation services’ did not prosper in 

the face of the tradition of a centralised state, and instead, a powerful administration 

created the institutional design for the whole society. 

For this reason, the introduction of a staff attorney system is bound to put pressure on 

the private sector in the sense that it encroaches on the professional realm of traditional 

legal professions (judicare) due to the staff attorneys and judicare having to compete 

with each other for the limited amount of ‘in litigation services’. Furthermore, because 

both staff attorneys and judicare engage in the common tasks of ‘in litigation services’, 

the financial authority based their institutional design decisions on a simplistic cost 

model which emphasises cost effectiveness above all. This has fomented opposition from 

staff attorneys, not to mention judicare. 

As such, the Japanese tradition of continental law does constitute one hindrance to 

introducing the staff attorney system. However, on the other hand, Japan has been 

subject to common law influence after World War II, and today JLSC staff attorneys are 

actively engaged in pioneering ‘outside litigation services’, i.e. common law-based legal 

aid. This can forestall the conflict between staff attorneys and judicare by 

distinguishing their respective professional realms, as well as enabling the provision of 

enriched judicial services to citizens. Case 1 and 2, mentioned earlier, are practical 

examples of effective staff attorney activity pertaining to operational separation. Staff 

attorneys are actively working on other projects, such as legal education, and 

aggressively pioneering ‘outside litigation services’. 

However, there are a limited number of staff attorneys with sufficient skills and 

experience who can work on operational separation and establish a collaborative 

framework to work with judicare. The expansion of the staff attorney base is up to the 

improvement of their treatment and work environment. 

 

Finally, “Why Do Legal Aid Services Vary Between Societies? Re-examining the Impact 

of Welfare States and Legal Families by Professor Francis Regan (p200-201)” explains; 
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      A combination of ‘ in’ and ‘outside’ litigation services was required in the 

1940s and still is. But as Cohen might have predicted, due to a number 

of reasons, including the mixed benefits of welfare states, the power of 

the legal profession and the impact of legal families, no society currently 

pursues both purposes adequately. 

 

      Ideally schemes might look something like the best of the two clusters of 

schemes analyzed in this Chapter, offering generous and 

comprehensive ’in litigation’ services and extensive ‘outside litigation’ 

services. The implication for existing civil and common law schemes is 

that they could, for their citizens’ sake, learn from each other’s strength 

and weakness. The civil law schemes could, for example, extend their 

‘outside litigation’ services while the common law could improve 

eligibility for ‘in litigation services’   

 

In modern times, Japan has a history of constantly importing the politics, culture, 

science and technology, and legal systems of the Western countries, and assimilating 

them into the Japanese style. In terms of the legal system, Japan is an amalgam state 

of continental law (civil law) and common law.  

In that sense, Japan may have a potential for pursuing a balanced system integrating 

both the ‘in litigation services’ and ‘outside litigation services’. Staff attorneys may play 

a pivotal role in the establishment of this balanced system. 

 

 

3. Legal Aid after Natural Disaster 

 

3.1 The existence of tremendous legal needs 

 

The magnitude 9.0 earthquake hit east Japan on 11 March 2011 and the subsequent 

tsunami, fires and collapse of buildings and houses brought about a devastating disaster. 

The deaths of 15,880 people were confirmed and 2,700 people are still missing while 

316,353 people are evacuated as of January 2013.  

Furthermore, the radioactive materials released by the multiple accidents at the 

Fukushima nuclear power plant have caused and continue to cause great fears and 

threats to the safety of not only the residents in the immediate vicinity of the plant but 

to the wide population.  

 

3.2 Implementing special earthquake legislation and measures 

 

Disaster areas contain many rural areas suffering from shortages of attorneys and it is 

hard for residents and many evacuees to access to legal aid.  

JLSC has been forwarding following activities such as providing free legal information 

and legal education, outreach visits at evacuation center, setting up temporary legal 

consultation center at evacuation sites, setting up JLSC office at disaster areas, 
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arranging mobile legal consultation center including renting vehicles etc. 

As of October 2012, five branch offices of Japan Legal Support Center were set up  

along the rural disaster areas to provide free legal consultation aid and legal 

representation aid 21 by attorneys from urban city who rotate from day to day22. Legal 

aid services are provided not only at branch offices but in the form of outreach visits at 

evacuation center or mobile legal consultation center or Call Center, Internet service, 

etc. 

Thanks to these measures, anyone may avail themselves of legal services regardless of 

their financial condition, provided they are a resident of disaster areas.  

 

In addition in August 2011, under the auspices of the Dispute Resolution Committee for 

Nuclear Damage Compensation regulated by the law for nuclear energy damages 

compensation, a nuclear energy damage ADR center was established for the purposes of 

mediation and dispute resolution. Two centers were established—one in Tokyo and one 

in Fukushima, and approximately 200 attorney committee members were arranged. In 

an effort to swiftly resolve disputes, the centers submit resolution proposals for the 

various petitions brought before it. Petitions span a wide range of categories such as 

evacuation expenses, damages for pain and suffering, worker's compensation, business 

losses, property damages, bad reputation damages, etc.  

 

3.3 Dilemma dormant needs do not emerge 

 

The above list of various legal aid measures has been provided to address the 

tremendous legal needs of the residents and evacuees caused by the disaster.  

However, only a portion of these legal needs have surfaced so far. The dilemma we face 

today is that these dormant needs have not been emerging as sufficiently as we had 

expected. 

 

As of the end of October 2012, a total of 4 branch offices have been set up in the coastal 

regions devastated by the tsunami to provide legal aid. The 4 branch offices offer an 

average of 500 legal consultations per month.  

However, considering the approximately 510,000 people hit by flooding, the total of 

18,580 people dead or missing, and the approximately 135,000 buildings and houses 

largely destroyed, we must admit that this is pretty low number of legal consultations 

given the massive scale of the destruction.  

Furthermore, many of these are one time only legal consultations which are not 

followed through to legal representation aid that reaches final legal resolution. Outside 

of the disaster regions, attorneys accept legal representation aid for an average of 40% 

                                                   
21 In Japan, users have to reimburse the assisted legal representation cost in 

installments after the decisions of entitlements to legal aid, which Japan Legal Support 

Center paid for them, except those who receive social security. However users living in 

disaster areas are granted the grace or exemption from reimbursement. 
22 So far, specific attorney are not permanently stationed at branch offices. Instead 

attorneys who rotate from day to day are stationed at branch offices, which causes 

problems described later. 
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of the total cases brought before them after the initial legal consultation. Yet, in the 

tsunami disaster regions this ratio sits at below 10%, a very low ratio.  

 

The nuclear energy damage ADR center began receiving petitions in September 2011, 

but the number of petitions received by the year end was only 521.  

At the start of 2012, there were 248 cases in January, 355 in February, 466 in March, 

and 447 in April, showing an average of 400 petitions per month so far. 

However, considering the number of potential disputes, which could number from the 

tens of thousands to over 100,000, we must admit that the number of petitions thus far 

has been pretty low.  

 

3.4 Lessons from disaster legal aid in Australia 

 

Australia experienced serious natural disasters in the past and made a success in 

establishing the effective legal assistance after the disaster. 

In order to review JLSC’s activities, we have referred to lessons from disaster legal aid 

in Australia, such as legal assistance after the 2009 Victorian bushfires23 or 2010/2011 

Queensland floods24 etc.  

 

“Legal Assistance and community recovery after the 2009 Victorian bushfires” by 

Bushfire Legal Help explains; 

 

             (Executive summary) 

             Factors in the success of the partnership were: 

1. Creation of a strong single entity 

Legal assistance and pro bono services were provided under one banner. 

Partners were willing to merge their own individual identities and 

deliver services through a “one-stop-model”. This helped to avoid 

confusion for clients and other service providers. 

2. Quick mobilization of existing resources 

An 1800 free Hotline was set up within only a few days because there 

was existing infrastructure and other resources from Victoria Legal Aid’s 

phone service to build upon. 

Community legal canters were already operating in most of the 

fire-affected areas, enabling them to quickly respond to community 

needs. 

3. Effective and open communication 

                                                   
23 Bushfire Legal Help, Legal Assistance and community recovery after the 2009 
Victorian 
bushfires(http://www.bushfirelegalhelp.org.au/cb_pages/images/BLH_project_report_fin

al.pdf#search='2009+Victorian+bushfires+Legal+Help') 
24 Bridget Burton, Coordinator, Consumer Law Service, Caxton Legal Centre, Lawyers 
Responding to Natural Disasters – Lessons from Queensland’s ‘Summer of Natural 
Disasters’, paper to Legal Services Research Centre’s International Research 

Conference at Oxford University in 2012 

http://www.bushfirelegalhelp.org.au/cb_pages/images/BLH_project_report_final.pdf#search='2009+Victorian+bushfires+Legal+Help
http://www.bushfirelegalhelp.org.au/cb_pages/images/BLH_project_report_final.pdf#search='2009+Victorian+bushfires+Legal+Help
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Rapid establishment of a project management team, provided through 

Victoria Legal Aid, meant there was a central point for information, 

communication, and decision-making. 

Through this channel, the partnership could organize regular brief 

meetings…. 

 

3.5 Reflection on disaster legal aid in Japan 

 

As described above, “Legal Assistance and community recovery after the 2009 Victorian 

bushfires” suggests the importance of existing basic infrastructure before the disaster 

happens, which enables to quickly respond to community needs after the disaster and 

quickly build effective partnership among service providers like state legal aid, 

community legal center and pro bono etc. 

 

However in Japan, the above rule didn’t apply because the disaster area was one of the 

most typical rural area in Japan and lacking in basic legal infrastructure before the 

disaster happens. 

This disaster area belongs to typical aging society in Japan, employment rate is low, and 

there are a high percentage of people receiving welfare payments. Even before the 

earthquake, the region had indicated high debt levels and persisting gender stereotypes. 

Furthermore, the region was lacking in professional human resources such as attorneys 

and legal aid offices, etc. Examining the number of attorneys per 100,000 people, the 

national average was 24 in 2011, but was 3-4 in the coastal areas hit by the tsunami and 

nuclear energy damages.  

In other words, the disaster area was typical rural society lacking in professional 

human resources and basic social infrastructure. 

Also, interview surveys conducted at the temporary local legal consultation center in 

disaster area showed following characteristics. 

- People rarely even think to ask an attorney to solve a dispute.  

- People don’t like the idea of having an external third party intervene in order to 

actively solve problems.  

- They don't want people to know that they are having a legal consultation, much 

less a lawsuit.  

- Regardless of whether legal services are free or not, attorney's services are not 

friendly and difficult to approach. 

- Due to feelings of helplessness and despondency, some people are unwilling to 

face reality and don't want to face with their legal issues. 

- Some are so busy taking care of their daily needs that they feel that it is too 

early to address their legal needs.  

 

Accordingly, it is estimated that simply removing cost concerns and having people try a 

free legal consultation will not necessarily immediately increase their willingness to 

have more legal consultations with attorneys or bring court procedure such as a lawsuit 

or mediation. Also, the nation survey of needs for the general populace conducted prior 

to the earthquake also shows that the elderly wish to solve problems on their own and 
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avoid dragging their problems into the courtroom. Accordingly, considering the fact that 

the disaster area belongs to typical aging society, it is understandable that there are tall 

hurdles inhibiting the emergence of these legal needs.  

 

3.6 The limits of current external legal aid offered mainly from urban society outside of 

the disaster area  

   

A number of attorneys, specialists, NPOs and other organizations from urban society 

including Tokyo have entered the disaster area to conduct legal aid activities.  

However, one limit to external legal aid efforts has been mentioned that legal 

consultation is likely to stop at the initial inquiry level and end after the first 

consultation without developing into a substantive level.  

In other words, instead of having consistent consultation from a local inside-attorney, 

disaster victims have to face with multiple outside-attorneys who rotate from day to day 

at evacuation center or temporary office. The result is that disaster victims are unable 

to avail themselves of consistent and comprehensive legal aid.  

If for example the disaster area belonged to urban society, disaster victims would be 

able to expect consistent and comprehensive legal aid that would continue even after 

the recovery period because those areas already have plenty of legal experts. 

Unfortunately, with this type of rural area disaster, there are time limits to the aid 

victims can receive. When the recovery period ends, resources of legal experts will often 

likely to dry up.  

Therefore, there may even have been some disaster areas that were skeptical about the 

transience of the aid that the external specialists provided and consciously chose to deal 

with their problems using local manpower rather than rely on outside support.  

For example, one of the caseworkers providing daily consultation support to a disaster 

area pointed out as follows that relief from outside specialists was met with skepticism.  

 

“The government's model of disaster relief, which is provided by outside 

experts, is limited in terms of the continuity of the personnel supplied. Even 

if some kind of continuing supply were available, the region would 

deteriorate as soon as the experts leave the region. In order to support the 

long-term recovery process, a support structure is required that helps local 

residents become self-supporting instead of relying on external experts.”  

 

Additionally, socio-legal scholars engaged in disaster relief research have also pointed 

out as follows. 

  

“The flow of the legal consultations provided through the “external” legal 

consultation system established after the earthquake, tends to stop at the 

initial inquiry level. At that point, it is likely that the case will not develop 

into a substantive legal consultation and legal representation level. Here, 

“external” doesn't just mean physically outside of the disaster area (as with a 

telephone legal consultation). It also includes members from outside of the 

area temporarily providing legal consultation services at evacuation centers 
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or temporary office. In such cases of external legal consultation, we estimate 

that the contact between the attorney and the disaster victim is often limited 

to a single phone call or consultation at the shelter or temporary office. 

However, of the problems that disaster victim is dealing with, certainly there 

must be some problems that change depending on the situation and require 

continuous advice. It follows that we need some way of verifying whether or 

not follow-up is being adequately provided.”25 

 

In this way, there are circumstances specific to these rural areas that legal resources 

were poor even prior to the earthquake, so limits to the effective legal aid was observed 

that can be provided by experts from outside of the disaster area. Accordingly, it is 

estimated that dormant needs have not emerged sufficiently.  

 

3.7 Future measures to meet the legal needs in rural disaster area 

-  Establishing a system in which experts remain in the disaster area  

   

The massive and swift, but time-limited and external support structure used up to this 

point is not the most efficient and effective measure for ensuring that these legal needs 

will emerge certainly in the future. Even if it is circuitous, attorneys and experts must 

reside in the disaster area and establish the basic legal infrastructure, alongside the 

residents of the disaster area, and spend some time living there for at least more than 

two years. A system which they can remain in the disaster area and maintain the basic 

legal infrastructure is the most efficient in the long run.  

 

One could say that the effectiveness of this method is also, to a great extent, supported 

by the rural legal aid services having been provided by Japan Legal Support Center and 

Japan Federation of Bar Associations over the last ten plus years26.  

 

Above all, attorneys who can remain in the disaster areas, and local organizations 

which connect them to local residents would be placed at the center of these support 

activities. This could lead to a much greater emergence of potential legal needs. A good 

example of such local organizations would be the local social workers, nurses, doctors, 

care managers and the people who are already in charge of the legal consultation 

services provided by regional public organizations etc.  

                                                   
25 Iwao Sato(2012) “Tohoku-Pacific Ocean Earthquake and Legal Aid”, jurisprudence 

seminar Vol.686 
26 In communities like rural area where shortage of attorneys make it difficult for 

sufficient legal services to be provided, the Japan Federation of Bar Associations has set 

up law offices so-called “public law office” to which it dispatches attorneys since 2000. 

By January 2013, the JFBA is operating 69 “public law offices” in rural areas.  

Plus, in 2006, Japan Legal Support Center started to operate of which one of the duties 

is services for communities with shortages of attorneys. By March 2012, Japan Legal 

Support Center completed to set up 35 law offices in rural areas. 

However, these law offices have not been set up in the disaster area so far primarily due 

to the friction between traditional legal professions (judicare) and staff attorney. 
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Ⅳ  Conclusion 

 

Japan, likewise other East Asian countries, is witnessing an expansion trend in welfare 

policies despite the economic crisis, and associated with this trend, expanding and 

improving the legal aid system. However, at the same time, Japan seems to be reluctant 

to advocate the European “welfare state” as is, and with a strong repressive force that 

tries to limit welfare policies to a certain scope, legal aid is already pushed into the 

frame of stringent cost efficiency in the phase where it needs to be greatly expanded. In 

short, the promotion of the legal aid system and its crisis situation are proceeding 

simultaneously. 

Furthermore in Japan, there is a history of a powerful administrative government and 

an underlying tradition of continental law, which, in certain aspects and to a certain 

extent, puts a brake on the expansion of ‘outside litigation’ services with regard to legal 

aid. Depending on the political and economic climate of East Asia, regression to the 

reliance on administrative practices and a narrowing of the judicial role remain 

possible.  

 

On the other hand, the rise of judicial reform and the influence of common law on East 

Asian countries, along with globalisation and the expansion of disparity and poverty, 

may contribute to the establishment of a balanced legal aid system which integrates 

both the further expansion of ‘in litigation’ services and the expansion and improvement 

of ‘outside litigation’ services.  

 

At any rate, Japan will intensify the Legal Aid and Access to Justice Network in the 

future while paying constant attention to the trend of advanced legal aid in other 

countries. 


